
The seminar formally begins at 8.45 am in the auditorium of the college. In the inaugural session the keynote address will given by **Dr. Banwari Lal Sharma, Chief Editor, Nai Azadi Udgosh**. There will be four Papers presented in the two-day seminar by different eminent speakers from different work experiences and fields like Shri J. John, Editor, Labour File, Prof. Victor Louis Anthuvan, Loyola Institute of Business Administration, Chennai, Prof. Amit Bhaduri, Professor Emeritus, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi and Shri P. Sainath, Rural Affairs Editor, The Hindu.

As an academic institution sensitive to the living situation of the poor and the marginalized and committed to their cause, the College has consistently taken interest in social issues that affect them. The proposed seminar is part of its ongoing efforts to reflect on issues that significantly impact on the life of ordinary people. Hopefully it will a worth attending seminar!

Apart from the staff members and students of VJ, the professors and student representatives of the RTCs affiliated to Vidyajyoti, College of Theology are expected to attend this Seminar. **Dr. Francis Minj, SJ** and **Sch. Ravi Bhushan Xess, SJ** are already here for the same and later for the Plenary Academic Council Meeting. Welcome and do benefit from the Seminar!